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MEET DR. MARK HORSTEMEYER (PhD, Georgia Institute of Technology)    
Mark became a follower of Jesus Christ just before his senior year in high school and, from 
that vantage point in his life, he has used nature as an inspiration for engineering design ever 
since.  He has worked at prestigious institutions like Owens Corning Fiberglas, Sandia National 
Labs, Mississippi State University, and now Liberty University as Dean of the School of 
Engineering with over 30 years of experience working on nationally recognized projects like 
the Space Shuttle Columbia Accident Investigation Board, developing thermonuclear bombs, 
designing cars, and most recently football helmets. He is world expert on systems design, 
finite element analysis, structural mechanics, shock wave physics, multiscale modeling, and 
Integrated Computational Materials Engineering (ICME). Mark is entrepreneurial having 
started four companies in trying to put predictive science into engineering designs: Predictive 
Design Technologies, LLC; Advanced Technology Associates, LLC; Yobel Technologies, LLC, and 
Genesis Helmets. Mark is a fellow in the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, American 
Society of Metals, Society of Automotive Engineers, and the American Association for the 

Advancement of Science. He also is a member of the National Academy of Engineering in the European Union. Mark has 
demonstrated strong leadership in creating and implementing multiscale modeling strategies into the research and 
academic process. He has published over 500 journal articles, conference papers, books, and technical reports with a 
citation impact h-factor of over 60 with over 15,000 total citations; he has been invited to give over 150 lectures 
throughout the world and has mentored over 200 graduate students and post-doctoral researchers.  Mark is an executive 
board member of the Creation Research Society; has used modern modeling and simulation tools to analyze Noah’s ark 
substantiating its stability, strength, and safety; developed the notion of CreationeeringTM; developed a physics and 
mathematical proof for God’s existence; developed the framework for Simulating Genesis; has shown hard evidences for 
disproving molecules-to-man evolution; and is an avid Bible reader and enthusiast. 

 

MEET DR. JOHN BAUMGARDNER (PhD, UCLA) 
John has invested most of the past four decades investigating the physical processes that 
God used when He brought a horrendous judgment of the Flood on planet Earth (Genesis 6-
8) that resurfaced the entire planet and destroyed all the Earth’s land-dwelling, air-breathing 
life, apart from what He preserved on the ark.  In 1986 John introduced the concept of 
catastrophic plate tectonics describing how the pre-Flood ocean floor, in conveyor-belt 
fashion, was rapidly recycled into the Earth’s interior, splitting apart a pre-Flood 
supercontinent to yield the distribution of continents we observe today (2 Peter 3:6).  John’s 
PhD thesis research at UCLA in the department of geophysics and space physics included 
development of a 3D finite element model for investigating flow of rock inside planets like 
the Earth, software he later applied to study the Flood cataclysm.  He has since shown that 
the giant tsunamis that the rapid plate tectonics initiated during the Flood generates have 
the ability to erode, transport, and deposit the more than a mile of fossil-bearing sediments 
that blanket the continents today.  Between 1997 and 2005 John was a part of the 

Radioisotopes and the Age of the Earth (RATE) research team that documented multiple independent lines of radioisotope 
evidence that the Earth is merely thousands, not billions, of years old.  Beginning in 2005 he was part of a computational 
biology team that developed Mendel’s Accountant, a software tool for modeling the process of genetic mutation and 
selection.  This tool scientifically demonstrates that mutations inexorably lead to genetic decline and extinction, not to 
genetic improvement for all higher forms of life, thus falsifying molecules-to-man evolution as a working hypothesis.   John 
spent most of his professional scientific career at Los Alamos National Laboratory in New Mexico.  He is currently research 
professor emeritus in Liberty’s School of Engineering. 
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A NOTE OF INVITATION FROM THE HOSTS  
Join us for an exciting and edifying experience walking in the footsteps of the Apostle Paul in Greece and Italy 
as we focus on God’s miraculous actions during Creation and the Flood with two of today’s leading researchers 
in these fields.  We will also learn how the Apostle Paul addressed the scientific issues and context of the four 
cities in Greece that he visited (Athens, Corinth, Berea, and Thessaloniki). 

 
Dr. Horstemeyer will present the notions of CreationeeringTM, Simulating Genesis, proofs of God’s existence, 
modern reasons not to believe in molecules-to-man evolution, intelligent design, and the beautiful design of 
Noah’s ark. 
 
Dr. Baumgardner will share his scientific research pertaining to the reality of Noah’s Flood, radioisotope, and 
other evidence that the Earth is only thousands of years old, the charade of neo-Darwinian theory, and how 
language falsifies the materialist worldview in a simple and obvious way.  This he will do in the Greek and Italian 
setting where the gospel of Jesus penetrated a culture where human intellectualism and the arrogance it 
produces had long held multitudes captive.  He will show how truth from God’s Word, especially truth 
concerning Jesus and truth from the early chapters of Genesis, has the power to free captives who are lost and 
clueless in the deep darkness of the 21st century.  
 
We are delighted to be joined by Charles Billingsley, an inspirational voice in Christian music, for special times 
of music and worship throughout this tour of Greece and Italy. 
 

 

 

MEET CHARLES BILLINGSLEY 
Launching his career nearly three decades ago as a lead vocalist for GRAMMY®-
nominated genre giants NewSong, Charles has since headlined more than 3,200 
concerts, released 23 recordings as a solo artist and garnered seven #1 Inspirational 
radio hits. He serves as the worship leader for such popular events as Women of 
Joy, Gridiron Men’s Conference and Celebrators Conference, and is the author of 
Words on Worship: Devotions of Praise (Worthy Inspired). Additionally, Charles is a 
teaching pastor at the 8,000-member Thomas Road Baptist Church in Lynchburg, 
Virginia, preaching once a month as well as leading worship monthly. He also 
teaches as an adjunct professor at Liberty University’s Center for Music & Worship, 
a specialized training program he helped found more than a decade ago. 
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DAY 1 - Monday, May 15, 2023 USA / ATHENS 
Depart the U.S. on your overnight flight bound for Athens, Greece.  Meals and snacks will be served on the airplane.  
(Airfare is not included in the package.) 

DAY 2 - Tuesday, May 16, 2023 ATHENS 
Arrive in Athens. There will be one group transfer to the hotel at a predetermined time.  Private transfers can be arranged 
upon request.  Dinner and overnight in Athens. 

DAY 3 - Wednesday, May 17, 2023 ATHENS 
After breakfast, begin the day with worship led by Charles Billingsley. 
 

Lectures: 
• Levels of Belief and the Unknown God, Acts 17:16-32 (Dr. Horstemeyer) 

• History of the World and the Age of the Earth (Dr. Baumgardner) 

• Questions and Answers Panel (Dr. Horstemeyer and Dr. Baumgardner) 
 

Lunch on own.  Tour Athens with entrance to the Museum of 
the Ancient Agora, where chronological displays reveal aspects 
of public and private life dated from the Classical and Late 
Classical periods.  Most significant are objects   illustrating the 
mechanics of the world’s first attested democracy (example, 
jury selection).  The Agora, considered the heart of the city and 
located at the foot of the Acropolis, was a gathering place and 
center of democracy, commerce, education, philosophy, social 
activity, and the seat of justice.  Socrates spent much of his life 
at the Agora discussing philosophy and the meaning of life, 
instructing pupils, and questioning pretentious Athenians to 
the point of embarrassment.  Dinner at hotel.  Evening at 
leisure. Overnight in Athens. 

DAY 4 - Thursday, May 18, 2023 ATHENS 
After breakfast, begin the day with worship led by Charles Billingsley. 
 

Lectures: 
• Creation Week, Genesis 1 (Dr. Horstemeyer) 

• Plato and the Realm of Ideas, Language, and Information (Dr. Baumgardner) 

• Questions and Answers Panel (Dr. Horstemeyer and Dr. Baumgardner) 
 

Lunch on own.  Continue to explore Athens by tour and marvel 
at the wonders of the Greek Golden Age of the 5th Century B.C. 
including entrance to the Acropolis and Museum.  The 
Acropolis complex is crowned by the Parthenon temple and 
was both the center of worship and of refuge when under 
attack.  Visit the adjacent Acropolis Museum, a juxtaposition of 
contemporary architecture of steel, glass, and concrete, that 
sits directly above a visibly excavated ancient Athenian 
neighborhood.  View priceless finds from the Acropolis 
monuments that represent its history and function as the most 
important religious center of ancient Athens.  Dinner at hotel.  
Evening at leisure.  Overnight in Athens. 
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DAY 5 - Friday, May 19, 2023 ATHENS / CORINTH 
After breakfast, begin the day with worship led by Charles Billingsley. 
 

Lectures: 
• Epicurus on Evil and Prime Motivation of the Universe, I Corinthians 13 (Dr. Horstemeyer) 

• True Wisdom: Foolishness of Evolution, I Corinthians 1 (Dr. Baumgardner) 

• Questions and Answers Panel (Dr. Horstemeyer and Dr. Baumgardner) 
 

Lunch on own.  Travel to tour Ancient Corinth, considered the most important commercial hub until the rise of Athens, 
and the Museum of Ancient Corinth, located within the 
archaeological site, containing local artifacts that cover the 
history of Ancient Corinth through Greek, Roman, and 
Byzantine rule.  Ancient Corinth was first inhabited in the 
Neolithic period.  The most notable ruin is the Temple of Apollo 
(560 B.C.).  Check in to hotel.  Dinner at hotel.  Overnight in 
Corinth. 
 

DAY 6 - Saturday, May 20, 2023 CORINTH / 
BEREA / THESSALONIKI 
After breakfast, travel to Berea. 
 

In Transit Lecture: 
• Does Man Have Animal Ancestors?  The Evidence Shouts, “No!” (Dr. Baumgardner) 

 

Lunch on own.  Journey to tour Berea (Veria) with nickname “Little Jerusalem” due to the vast number of Byzantine and 
post-Byzantine churches.  Apostle Paul preached here to a receptive audience.  Continue to the Ruins of Aigai (Vergina), 
first capital of the Macedonian Kingdom (5th to 2nd centuries B.C.), to see one of the most significant archaeological finds 
of the 20th century, the Royal Tombs.  Located there is the tomb of King Philip II, father of Alexander the Great.  Dinner in 
Berea.  Travel to Thessaloniki for overnight. 
 

DAY 7 - Sunday, May 21, 2023 THESSALONIKI 
After breakfast, begin the day with worship led by Charles Billingsley.   
 

Lecture: 
• CreationeeringTM & Intelligent Design (Dr. Horstemeyer) 

 

Visit Aristotle University, the largest university in Greece 
founded in 1925 with   a special emphasis on humanities; its 
first department was a Philosophy faculty.  Lunch on own.  Take 
a tour of Thessaloniki.  Founded in 315 B.C., it became an 
important metropolis as the capital of Roman Greece and 
second largest and wealthiest city of the Byzantine Empire.  
Sites include the White Tower, 15th century fortification turned 
garrison then prison; Archeological Museum, history of Ancient 
Macedonia; and Byzantine Culture Museum, antiquities reflect 
influence of art, ideology, social structure, religion, history, and 
politics on everyday life during the Byzantine and post-
Byzantine periods.  Dinner at hotel.  Evening at leisure.  
Overnight in Thessaloniki. 
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DAY 8 - Monday, May 22, 2023 THESSALONIKI 

After breakfast, begin the day with worship led by Charles Billingsley.  
 

 Lectures: 
• Scientific Believers in the Bible (Dr. Horstemeyer) 

• Irrefutable Evidence for the Flood (Dr. Baumgardner) 

• Questions and Answers Panel (Dr. Horstemeyer and Dr. Baumgardner) 
 

Lunch on own.  Tour Thessaloniki, most important port city of the Macedonian Kingdom, hub for trade routes connecting 
Europe with Asia.  Its prosperity and cultural reputation attracted such figures as Paul the Apostle, Roman emperor 
Galerius, Cicero, and Lucian over the centuries.  Sites include the Ancient Agora, center of political and public life; Rotunda, 
an early 4th century Roman building later converted into a Christian church; and Arch of Galerius, built in 305 A.D. to 
commemorate his military successes in the eastern provinces of the Roman Empire.  Dinner at hotel.  Evening at leisure.  
Overnight in Thessaloniki. 
 

DAY 9 - Tuesday, May 23, 2023 THESSALONIKI / ROME 
After breakfast, begin the day with worship led by Charles Billingsley.   
 

Lectures: 
• Scientists and the Bible (Dr. Horstemeyer) 

• Catastrophic Plate Tectonics & the Genesis Flood (Dr. Baumgardner) 

• Questions and Answers Panel (Dr. Horstemeyer and Dr. Baumgardner) 
 

Lunch on own.  Airport transfer for flight to Rome (economy class flight included in the package).  Upon arrival in Rome, 
transfer to hotel for dinner.  Overnight in Rome. 
 

DAY 10 - Wednesday, May 24, 2023 ROME 
After breakfast, begin the day with worship led by Charles 
Billingsley.  
 

Lectures: 
• The Holy Spirit and Thermodynamics (Dr. Horstemeyer) 

• Giant Tsunamis and the Sediment Record During the 
Genesis Flood (Dr. Baumgardner) 

• Questions and Answers Panel (Dr. Horstemeyer and Dr. 
Baumgardner) 

 

Lunch on own.  Encounter artistic and architectural marvels 
during a tour of Rome.  Sites include the Spanish Steps, a 
central meeting place connecting Piazza di Spagna to Trinità dei Monti church; Piazza Navona, an open-air square with 
Baroque fountains; and Trevi Fountain, one of the oldest water sources in Rome, featuring a statue of Neptune - toss a 
coin into the water to ensure a return trip to Rome.  Dinner at hotel.  Evening at leisure.  Overnight in Rome. 
 

DAY 11 - Thursday, May 25, 2023 ROME 

Following breakfast, enjoy a full day of leisure to explore Rome on your own.  Farewell dinner and overnight in Rome. 

 

DAY 12 - Friday, May 26, 2023 ROME / USA 
Transfer to the airport for a return flight to the USA.  (Airfare is not included in the package.)  There will be one group 
transfer to the airport at a predetermined time.  Private transfers can be arranged upon request. 
 

Order of events may vary and are subject to change. 
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FINANCIALS 
 

LAND-ONLY PACKAGE 
Minimum of 40 Paying Passengers = $3870 

Single Room Supplement = $830 

This package is priced for land-only. However, WCI would be glad to assist in arranging airfare for groups 

larger than 10 that are traveling together. 

EXCHANGE RATE 
1 EUR = 1.13 USD 

 
PAYMENT SCHEDULE 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SIGN UP 
To sign up for this time of Worship, Science & the Bible through Greece and Italy, please CLICK HERE or 

type the following URL into your browser:  https://bit.ly/3bqv7Q2 

 
HAVE QUESTIONS? 
Contact: Krista Montgomery, Tour Operations Manager 
Phone: 404-969-2541 (M-F, 9a - 5p, Eastern Time) 
Email: kmontgomery@worshipconvergence.com 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Deposit due $300 Due with registration 

2nd payment due $500            June 15, 2022 

3rd payment due $500            July 15, 2022 

4th payment due $500            August 15, 2022 

5th payment due $500            September 15, 2022 

6th payment due $500            October 15, 2022 

7th payment due $500            November 1, 2022 

Balance due              February 1, 2023 
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COST INCLUSIONS 

o Professional tour manager throughout the tour 
o Gratuities for tour guides and drivers 
o Motor coach transport while in Greece and Italy 
o One-way flight from Thessaloniki to Rome, in economy class +1 piece of checked luggage up to 44 

pounds 
o Overnights in superior tourist class hotel accommodation based on double occupancy 
o 10 breakfasts + 10 dinners 
o Entrance fees/Attractions: Ancient Agora & Museum, Acropolis & Museum, Site of Ancient Corinth & 

Museum, Archaeological Site of Aigai & Royal Tombs of Macedon, White Tower, Archeological Museum, 
Byzantine Culture Museum, Ancient Agora, Rotunda, & Arch of Galerius 

o Daily Worship with Charles Billingsley 
o Teachings from the renown Dr. Mark Horstemeyer and Dr. John Baumgardner throughout the tour 

 

 

COST EXCLUSIONS 
o Round trip airline ticket from the USA to Europe incl. airport taxes/surcharges 
o Single room supplement: $830 
o Lunches 
o Drinks with meals (tap water is included with dinners) 
o Personal services and porterage 
o COVID-19 tests (if required) 
o Travel Insurance* 
o Private transfers to/from airports 
o 5% surcharge for payments made by credit and debit cards 
o Any items not specifically mentioned in the Included section of this Brochure 
o Registration and respective fee for the European Travel Information and Authorization System 

(ETIAS) 
 

*In today’s changing travel environment, it’s important to protect your travel investment so you can relax and enjoy your 
trip. Unforeseen events such as flight delays, baggage loss or even a sudden sickness or injury could impact your travel 
plans. For your convenience, we offer a Travelex Insurance Services protection plan to help protect you and your travel 
investment against the unexpected. For more information on the available plans click here or contact Travelex Insurance 
800-228-9792 and reference location number 100364. Get your personalized Travelex quote today. The product 
descriptions provided here are only brief summaries and may be changed without notice. The full coverage terms and 
details, including limitations and exclusions, are contained in the insurance policy. Travelex Insurance Services, Inc CA 
Agency License #0D10209. Travel Insurance is underwritten by Berkshire Hathaway Specialty Insurance Company, NAIC 
#22276. V94. 
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TERMS & CONDITIONS 

1.  PAYMENT TERMS  

1.1. Payment. Client (as defined in Section 19 below) shall strictly comply with the Payment Schedule on or before the due date. Worship 

Convergence International (“WCI”) accepts payment by check or, with a 5% surcharge, Visa and MasterCard. Checks should be made payable 

to Worship Convergence International, LLC.  

1.2. Additional Deposits. From time to time, WCI may request one or more deposits over and above those set forth in the Payment Schedule (the 

 “Additional Deposits”). Additional Deposits may be required because of travel during peak periods, the unique nature of the facilities, or any 

other matter which, in WCI’s sole opinion, requires an additional deposit. WCI will consult with Client’s tour organizer before making a request 

for an Additional Deposit, but WCI’s decision whether an Additional Deposit is necessary is final. Client shall pay an Additional Deposit within 

thirty (30) days of the request by WCI.  

2.  DUTIES AND OBLIGATIONS OF WCI      

2.1. Scope and Exclusivity. WCI shall have the duties and obligations set forth in this Section 2 and no others.  

2.2. Services Supplied by WCI. WCI will provide the transportation, transfers, airfare, lodging and services specified in the attached tour brochure, 

which tour brochure is hereby incorporated herein by reference, on the terms provided herein. WCI reserves the right to vary itineraries and/or 

destinations and to substitute hotels if circumstances beyond its control necessitate such change(s).  

2.3. Services Excluded by WCI. All transportation, charges, services or other items not specifically identified in the tour brochure for this trip are not 

covered and must be paid by Client separately. Excluded services and items include, but are not limited to, tips to local guides; meals and 

beverages other than those noted in the tour brochure; expenses of a personal nature such as laundry, telephone, valet, etc.; porterage for 

hand-carried luggage; passport and visa fees; free time activities; optional excursions and coach driver and guide/escort gratuities.  

2.4. Special Equipment and Excess Luggage Needs. Special technical equipment (including musical instruments), excess or oversize luggage and 

the transportation for such are not included. Any piece of luggage/equipment over 50 pounds or exceeding 62 inches (length+ width+height) is 

subject to additional charges.  

3.   LIMITATIONS ON LIABILITY AND INDEMNIFICATION  

3.1. Limitation on Liability of WCI. The Client releases and shall hold harmless WCI, its agents and cooperating organizations from all responsibility 

and/or liability of any nature for loss, damage or injury to property or person ("Claims") due to any cause whatsoever occurring during a tour 

under WCI's management, except Claims caused by the gross negligence or willful misconduct of WCI.  Client unreservedly releases and shall 

hold harmless WCI, its agents and cooperating organizations from all responsibility and/or liability for any Claims due to Client contracting any 

infectious disease, including, without limitation, COVID-19, while participating in a tour. 

3.2. Client’s Indemnification. Client shall hold WCI, its agents, employees, contractors and affiliated organizations harmless from, and indemnify 

and defend same against, any and all Claims occurring during the tour, or any part thereof, when such Claim has been caused in part or in 

whole by the act, neglect, fault, or omission of Client, its agents, servants, employees, or invitees. The provisions of this Paragraph 3.2 shall 

survive the expiration or termination of this Agreement with respect to any claims or liability occurring prior to such expiration or termination.  

4.  CANCELLATION  

4.1. Right to Cancel. Client shall be entitled to cancel this Agreement only upon the terms set forth in this Section 4. Client expressly acknowledges 

and agrees that the tour group representative communicating directly with WCI in connection with the tour may cancel the tour on behalf of 

Client if such representative determines that it is necessary or desirable, whether as the result of an Act of God or otherwise, that the tour be 

cancelled.   

4.2. Cancellation Schedule. Subject to the terms of the remainder of this Section 4, and provided that Client has made all payments required under 

the Payment Schedule, Client may cancel this Agreement by providing written notice of the cancellation to WCI. Upon providing such notice, 

subject to Section 4.3 below, Client is entitled to return of any deposits less the applicable cancellation fee as set forth in the Cancellation 

Schedule set forth below. 

 The following per person fees apply for cancellations: 

 At any time prior to 120 days before departure the cancellation fee is $300 per person; 

 From 120 to 91 days before departure the cancellation fee is $500 per person; 

 From 90 to 61 days before departure the cancellation fee is $700 per person; 

 From 60 to 46 days before departure the cancellation fee is $2000 per person; and 

 From 45 days before departure until the departure date the cancellation fee is the full tour price. 

4.3. Limitations on Cancellation. Notwithstanding the provisions of the preceding Section 4.2, upon providing notice of cancellation to WCI, Client 

shall not be entitled to refund of any deposits which have been used by WCI to reserve space or fares if the deposits for space or fares are 

non-refundable to WCI from the providers. Further, in the event that the payments or deposits made by Client are less than the amounts paid 

by WCI to reserve space or fares which are non-refundable, Client shall not receive any funds pursuant to the Cancellation Schedule and shall 

remain liable to WCI for any shortfall. Client shall remain liable to WCI for any actual damages to WCI resulting from Client’s cancellation of the 

Agreement.   

4.4. Compliance with Host Requirements. Client understands that destinations countries, cities and event venues may all have their own laws, 

statutes, ordinances, rules and regulations (collectively, "Laws"), and that such Laws may change between the date of this Agreement and the 

date of travel, especially as such Laws may be established to protect against the transmission of COVID-19 or other infectious diseases, and 
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that certain venues or attractions may not be open to the public at the time of visitation, or may have requirements such as showing proof of 

vaccination as a condition to entry.  Although WCI will endeavor to notify Client of all Laws at the tour destination that may affect Client's 

access to particular venues or attractions, and any changes to any such Laws after the date hereof, Client accepts responsibility for complying 

with all such Laws. To the extent Client is unwilling to abide by any such Laws, Client may cancel this Agreement and receive a refund in 

accordance with the cancellation fee schedule set forth in Section 4.2 above. 

5.  CLIENT’S BREACH AND DEFAULT  

5.1. Breach. Upon the breach of any term of this Agreement, including but not limited to failure to strictly comply with the payment terms, failure to 

timely make Additional Deposits, or violation of any of the rules and regulations of WCI, WCI may, at its option, declare the Client in default and 

terminate its obligation to perform further under this Agreement. Upon any breach of this Agreement, by failure to make payments or otherwise, 

WCI may, in its sole and absolute discretion, allow the Client to remedy the breach by making the required payments or deposits, or by 

otherwise performing as required. However, all late payments, if accepted by WCI, will be charged a late fee of one and one-half percent (1½ 

%) of the unpaid balance per month.  

5.2. WCI’s Remedies. Upon any breach this Agreement, by failure to make a payment, or otherwise, Client forfeits its entire deposit and WCI may 

attempt to reschedule, resell or reuse any goods or services previously purchased or reserved for Client’s benefit including, but not limited to, 

air or other transportation and hotel accommodations.  

6.  JURISDICTION AND GOVERNING LAW  

 Any dispute of any kind arising out of or from a claimed breach of this Agreement shall be resolved in the Superior Court of Gwinnett County, 

Georgia, and Client consents to venue and jurisdiction in that Court. Client further agrees that all disputes arising from this Agreement shall be 

resolved in accordance with Georgia law.  

7.  ATTORNEY’S FEES  

In the event of any legal action or proceeding arising out of this Agreement, the prevailing party shall be entitled to recover its reasonable attorneys’ 

fees and related costs incurred in such action and such amount shall be included in any judgment rendered in such proceeding.  

8.  WAIVER  

No waiver by WCI of any provision of this Agreement or of any breach by Client hereunder shall be deemed to be a waiver of any other provision 

hereof, or of any subsequent breach by Client of the same or any other provision. WCI’s consent to or approval of any act by Client requiring WCI’s 

consent or approval shall not be deemed to render unnecessary the obtaining of WCI’s consent to or approval of any subsequent act of Client.  

9.  NOTICES 

All notices, demands or other communications in this Agreement provided to be given, made or sent by either party to the other shall be deemed to 

have been duly given, made or sent when made in writing and deposited in the United States mail, certified or registered, postage prepaid, and 

addressed to the respective party at the appropriate address set forth in the Initial Terms.   

10.  INTEGRATION AND AMENDMENTS  

The provision of this Agreement, including these Terms and Conditions and any Rules and Regulations of WCI, supersede any oral or written 

agreement between the parties, and any such oral or written agreement is hereby integrated into this Agreement. To the extent it conflicts with this 

Agreement, any information found in any advertising material, brochure, or website is hereby superseded by this Agreement. Any amendment to or 

revision of this Agreement must be in writing and signed by both parties. 

11.  ACTS OF GOD 

If the tour is cancelled due to an external event that is unforeseeable and unavoidable and not the result of WCI's actions making it impossible or 

impracticable in the sole discretion of WCI to honor these Terms and Conditions, such as by reason of wars, riots, revolutions, explosions, strikes, 

port blockages, government actions or natural disasters such as floods, earthquakes, tsunamis or a widespread occurrence of an infectious disease 

(collectively, "Acts of God"), Client shall have the option of (1) taking a refund pursuant to the provisions for cancellation in Section 4.2 above, (2) 

selecting an alternate tour through WCI if a comparable tour is available, or (3) participating in an alternate tour at a later date if a substantially 

similar tour program is re-scheduled to the same destination. Client shall be responsible for paying any increased tour costs associated with any 

alternate comparable tour or substantially similar re-scheduled tour and any non-refunded fees or deposits paid by WCI to suppliers in connection 

with the originally scheduled tour. Client waives the right to dispute any payments made by credit card or otherwise, whether alleging failure to 

deliver services or other alleged failure, if a tour is cancelled by WCI, by Client or by the tour group's representative as contemplated in Section 4.1 

above, as a result of any Act of God. 

12.  TRAVEL CONDITIONS 

12.1. Hotels. Hotels utilized are doubles/twins. Each room will have private facilities, including shower or bath. A supplement surcharge is 

applicable to participants in single accommodations. 

12.2. Fluctuations, Substitutions with Group. Client may, under certain circumstances, substitute another person in their stead. Substitutions on 

flights are allowed subject to the terms of the airline contract. The addition of a new person is charged at the best price available. WCI will use 

its best efforts to keep the new person at the group rate. 

 The following per person fees apply for substitutions: 

 On or after 180 days before departure the substitution fee is $50 per person; 

 On or after 120 days before departure the substitution fee is $100 per person; 

 On or after 90 days before departure the substitution fee is $150 per person; 

 On or after 60 days before departure the substitution fee is $350 per person; and 

 On or after 45 days before departure the substitution fee is $1000 per person. 

 Substitutions are not possible less than 5 days before departure 

 *WCI must receive the substitution deposit/payments before making a refund to the Client. 

12.3. Rooming List and Late Changes. WCI must receive the rooming lists no later than 45 days prior to departure from Client’s tour organizer. 

Late changes in the rooming list, including name changes, additions and deletions are subject to a late change/penalty of $25 per person. 

This charge covers the costs of administrative expenses, long distance telephone calls, over-night mail charges, etc. 
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12.4. Flight Arrangements: All flights will be by scheduled I.A.T.A. carriers with the routing and scheduling at the discretion of WCI. Tour price is 

based on mid-week travel and air fare flying round trip from the location stated in the tour brochure. Any increase in air fare shall be borne by 

the participant. Airline taxes and fuel surcharges up to the amount specified in the tour brochure are included in the tour price. Client 

acknowledges that the tour price may be increased by WCI after the date of purchase to offset increases in fees, fuel surcharges, taxes and 

fluctuations in foreign exchange markets or any combination thereof if additional costs are imposed by a supplier or government. The 

operators providing transportation are not responsible for any act, omission or event during the time that passengers are not on board their 

aircraft or conveyances. WCI has no responsibility or liability of any nature whatsoever for loss, damage, or injury to property or person 

resulting from the provision of air or motor coach transportation. The price of a vacant seat and the cost of segments of the program lost due 

to missing scheduled departure or absences during the tour cannot be refunded. If Client misses any included transportation segment (e.g. 

flight, transfer, bus or train departure), Client is responsible to make arrangements for and to pay the cost of rejoining the group. 

12.5. Deviations: Late return deviations are sometimes permitted from the original city of departure, for a minimum fee of $175, if the class of 

service is still available at time of booking and if the carrier’s fare rules permit the change. All deviations must be applied for by writing, faxing 

or emailing your request to Worship Convergence International. When a deviation is confirmed by the airline, passengers will be notified and 

invoiced for all charges incurred for their deviation. Each subsequent change is subject to an additional $50 processing fee, plus airline fees 

once confirmed. Deviations are difficult, especially during high season, so requests must be made as early as possible. Clients who deviate 

must arrange for their own ground transportation to and from the airport. 

13.  FREQUENT FLYER PROGRAM MEMBERS 

If Client desires to use frequent flyer miles for free tickets, Client will need to book its flights directly with the airline and purchase a “Land Only” 

package from Worship Convergence International. Worship Convergence International is unable to provide ticket copies after departure for mileage 

credits. Client should check with their preferred carrier to determine if Client qualifies for any mileage accrual. 

14.  LAND ONLY 

Any Client choosing the ‘Land Only’ package after their initial full-tour reservation has been made in writing, faxing or emailing, is subject to a $100 

change fee up to 60 days prior to departure. Anyone changing to a ‘Land Only’ option 60 to 0 days prior to departure will be subject to a $1,000 

change fee. If Client chooses the ‘Land Only’ option must arrange for their own ground transportation to and from the airports and any mid-tour 

flights. 

15.  TOUR PRICES 

The services specified are based on a minimum of number of passengers. If this quota is not reached, the price of the tour will be increased 

proportionately. All tour prices quoted for transportation and land arrangements are based on rates (including foreign exchange rates) and taxes in 

effect at time of publication and are subject to change. Adjustments will be made if the exchange rate varies more that 3% at 120 days prior to 

departure. Confirmation of final air and land prices and taxes will be advised at that time. 

16.  TRAVEL INSURANCE 

Travel insurance is recommended to help cover trip cancellation/interruption, whether as a result of Acts of God contemplated by Section 11 above 

or otherwise, travel delay, emergency medical, baggage delay, and accidental death coverage. 

17.  PHOTOGRAPHS AND VIDEO IMAGES 

Client acknowledges that tour guides employed by WCI, as well as other private individuals not employed by WCI travelling with the tour, take 

photographs and videos from time to time during tours.  In addition, WCI sometimes engages professional photographers and videographers to 

record tour performances for promotional purposes.  Client agrees that WCI may use any photographs or images in which Client appears for WCI's 

promotional purposes in any type of media, including its company website, as long as no personally identifiable information, such as an individual 

traveler's name, address or telephone number, is published along with any likeness or images of such person.  Client hereby waives any and all 

claims against WCI arising out of the publication of any photographs or videos taken during any tour by any other individual not employed by or 

otherwise affiliated with WCI. 

18. CHAPERONES 

Parents, legal guardians or chaperones must accompany and be legally responsible for the custody, care and actions of any minor passengers 

participating in a tour.  Any chaperones must be provided by the school, church or group for which the tour was organized, and all parents, 

guardians or chaperones shall be responsible for paying their own travel and other tour expenses.   

19. CLIENT 

For the purposes of these terms and conditions, the “Client” is the person who makes a tour reservation to travel on a tour or, in the case of a minor 

tour participant, the adult person who makes such tour reservation for such minor on the minor’s behalf.     
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